The primary objective of this study was to assess the effect of electric and acoustic overlap for speech understanding in typical listening conditions using semidiffuse noise.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable research and clinical attention has been placed on preservation of acoustic hearing with minimally traumatic cochlear implantation. Functional hearing preservation is possible both for short electrodes and associated shallow insertion depth (Gantz et al. 2006 (Gantz et al. , 2009 Buchner et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2010; Mowry et al. 2012; Gifford et al. 2013; Lenarz et al. 2013 ) and for longer electrodes with deeper insertion (Kiefer et al. 2005; Gstoettner et al. 2008; Arnoldner et al. 2010; Skarzynski et al. 2010 Skarzynski et al. , 2012 Helbig et al. 2011 Helbig et al. , 2013 Obholzer & Gibson 2011; Gifford et al. 2013; Plant & Babic 2016; Roland et al. 2016) . By adding acoustic hearing to electrical stimulation, cochlear implant (CI) recipients can derive nonlinear, additive gains in speech understanding and basic auditory function (Ching et al. 2004; Dunn et al. 2005 Dunn et al. , 2010 Morera et al. 2005 Morera et al. , 2012 Gifford et al. 2007 Gifford et al. , 2014a Schafer et al. 2007; Dorman et al. 2010; Sheffield & Zeng 2012; Zhang et al. 2013) .
Current CI technology combined with acoustic stimulation in the implanted or nonimplanted ear yields significant benefit for the vast majority of CI recipients. Mean benefit for speech understanding in noise derived from acoustic hearing in the implanted ear ranges from 10 to 15 percentage points or from 2-to 3-dB improvement in the signal to noise ratio (SNR; Dunn et al. 2010; Gifford et al. 2010 Gifford et al. , 2013 Gifford et al. , 2014a Turner et al. 2010; Dorman et al. 2012 Dorman et al. , 2013 Rader et al. 2013; Sheffield et al. 2015) . This additive benefit is beyond that derived from monaural acoustic hearing from either the implanted or nonimplanted ear alone Gifford et al. 2013; Sheffield et al. 2015) . Despite this success with electric and acoustic stimulation (EAS), there is still considerable variability in benefit for patients with hearing preservation in the implanted ear(s) (Lenarz et al. 2009 (Lenarz et al. , 2013 Gifford et al. 2013 Gifford et al. , 2014a with some patients showing little-to-no EAS advantage.
Implant recipients with hearing preservation generally have bilateral acoustic hearing in the low-to-mid frequencies. This should, in theory, allow access to interaural time difference (ITD) cues, which are known to be most prominent for frequencies below 1500 Hz. Research has demonstrated that EAS listeners can access ITD cues via binaural acoustic hearing and that ITD thresholds are significantly correlated with both localization ability (Gifford et al. 2014a, b) and the degree of EAS benefit observed for speech understanding in semidiffuse noise (Gifford et al. 2013 (Gifford et al. , 2014a . Thus there is significant binaural-based benefit for both spatial hearing and speech understanding afforded by cochlear implantation with acoustic hearing preservation-but as described here this benefit is gleaned from the binaural acoustic hearing, not the CI(s). This ITD-based binaural benefit cannot be provided by either bimodal hearing (CI + contralateral hearing aid [HA] ) or bilateral cochlear implantation. See van Hoesel (2012) for greater detail regarding contrasting benefits and limitations of bimodal hearing and bilateral CI.
All Food and Drug Administration-approved CI manufacturers promote atraumatic electrodes for hearing and structural preservation-although just one implant manufacturer currently has an Food and Drug Administration-approved CI sound processor with integrated HA circuitry. The Nucleus 6 (N6) processor system (CP910/920) has an acoustic component that could be fitted to provide acoustic stimulation in combination with electric processing in Nucleus 24M or later implant recipients who have hearing preservation-regardless of electrode type. It is important to note, however, that the N6 system with acoustic component was approved for use with the Hybrid-L24 electrode; thus the use of acoustic component with other electrodes, while allowed, is considered off-label usage. There are several integrated CI/HA processors available outside the US market. For example, MED-EL has had the DUET or DUET2 integrated EAS processor available in European and Canadian markets for over a decade. Most recently, the MED-EL Sonnet EAS processor is now available in the United States. In addition, Advanced Bionics has an integrated EAS processor on the Naida CI Q90 processor that is approved for use in Europe, although it is not currently commercially available in the United States outside of approved investigational device exemption studies.
Optimization of EAS-related variables for HAs and CIs has received considerably less research and clinical attention in the literature than the question of EAS efficacy. For those studies that have investigated the effects of frequency allocation for the CI, acoustic amplification characteristics for the implanted ear, and/or the associated low-frequency (LF) CI limit (Kiefer et al. 2005; Fraysse et al. 2006; Vermeire et al. 2008; Buchner et al. 2009; Karsten et al. 2013; Dillon et al. 2014) , subject sample sizes have been relatively small and limited in diversity with respect to devices, insertion depths, aidable bandwidth, and number of frequencies assessed allowing for various degrees of spectral overlap in the acoustic and electric domains. Most studies have attempted to provide the broadest amplified bandwidth for the LF acoustic hearing while high-frequency acoustic information was limited primarily by the degree of high-frequency hearing loss. Hereafter, we will refer to the LF cutoff for the CI as the LF CI cutoff. It is important to here that EAS overlap as referenced here refers to the frequencies transmitted in the passband of the HA and CI and not the degree of cochlear or neural excitation overlap (i.e., spread of excitation or channel interaction) along the cochlea and/or across the neural populations being stimulated by the HA and CI within an ear. A number of studies have documented that the spread-of-excitation function for single-electrode stimulation can easily spread across ⅓ to ½ of the array and thus, could create neural overlap regardless of the filter frequencies being transmitted (e.g., Boex et al., 2003; Goehring et al. 2014) . Electric stimulation can also mask contralateral acoustic stimulation (James et al. 2001) . In addition to electric-on-acoustic masking, acoustic stimulation can mask ipsilateral electric hearing (Hohmann et al. 1995) , as well as contralateral electric hearing (James et al. 2001) . For the purposes of this article, however, we only refer to frequencies being transmitted via electric and acoustic filtering. Table 1 summarizes the findings of eight peer-reviewed studies investigating the effects of CI fitting parameters for EAS benefit. These studies included both perimodiolar and straight electrodes with insertion depths ranging from 10 to 24 mm. In summary, the results from these eight studies yielded conflicting conclusions, with some advocating greater spectral overlap and others less spectral overlap. Furthermore, some studies provided little-to-no information on the raw scores obtained with different LF CI cutoff frequencies and others provided no information on whether or not the HA settings were verified with ear-canal probe microphone measurements.
Given the conflicting results of previous studies, it should not be surprising that current clinical recommendations for determining the LF CI limit are inconsistent across manufacturers and are not based on systematic investigation of LF CI cutoff frequency. The data obtained in the clinical trials of Hybrid-L in Europe, Australia, and the United States were collected with the LF CI cutoff set to the frequency at which audiometric threshold reached 90 dB HL. There are, however, a number of reports in the HA literature of diminishing amplification benefit for spectral regions corresponding to audiometric thresholds ≥70 dB HL (Ching et al. 1998; Hogan et al. 1998; Turner et al. 1999; Vickers et al. 2001; Baer et al. 2002; Hornsby et al. 2003 Hornsby et al. , 2006 Hornsby et al. , 2011 Turner 2006; Amos et al. 2007 ). It has been hypothesized that the lack of value-added benefit accompanying amplification in spectral regions with thresholds >70 dB HL could be due to the presence of cochlear dead regions (Moore et al. 2000; Vickers et al. 2001; Baer et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2014) , spectral distortion and/or broadening of auditory filter shapes with HA output levels required to provide audibility (Dorman & Doherty 1981; Moore & Glasberg 1987; Ching et al. 1998 Ching et al. , 2004 Studebaker et al. 1999; Hornsby & Ricketts 2001) , and/or the effects of HA compression (Hohmann & Kollmeier 1995; Boike & Souza 2000; Hornsby & Ricketts 2001; Chung et al. 2007) . Furthermore, no previous study has evaluated speech understanding outcomes with LF CI cutoff frequencies distributed both below and above the manufacturer's clinical recommendations for all participants, that is, the frequency at which audiometric thresholds reach 90 dB HL.
The goal of this study was to complete a systematic investigation of the effects of six different LF CI cutoffs for speech understanding and subjective ratings of listening effort for a group of 11 CI recipients (13 ears) with hearing preservation in the implanted ear. Our hypothesis was that setting the LF CI cutoff closest to the audiometric frequency at which thresholds exceeded 70 dB HL would yield the highest speech understanding scores, as well as the lowest subjective ratings of listening effort. The underlying motivation for this hypothesis was based both in the HA literature for diminishing returns of amplification for severe or greater hearing losses.
EXPERIMENT Speech Understanding and Subjective Estimates of Listening Difficulty
Participants • Demographic information for the 11 study participants (13 ears) is shown in Table 2 , which includes age at testing, gender, implant type, experience with implant(s), aided speech intelligibility index at 60 dB SPL as provided by the Audioscan Verifit real-ear measures, and consonant nucleus consonant (Peterson & Lehiste 1962 ) monosyllabic word recognition performance at 60 dBA. All participants had bilateral aidable acoustic hearing in the low-to-mid frequency GIFFORD ET AL. / EAR & HEARING, VOL. 38, NO. 5, [539] [540] [541] [542] [543] [544] [545] [546] [547] [548] [549] [550] [551] [552] [553] region. Bimodal hearing refers to the condition of CI plus contralateral HA (occluding acoustic hearing ipsilateral to the CI) and bilateral-aided EAS refers to the condition of CI plus bilateral HA. Before study enrollment, only 2 of the participants were using a HA in the implanted ear full-time (2_R and 3). For these 2 participants, they were both using the full spectral bandwidth (188+ Hz) in the implanted ear. Thus they both had complete EAS overlap in the implanted ear. 
• Nucleus Hybrid S8 & S12
• Straight electrode • Electrode insertion depth: 10 mm
• n = 10 • HA bandwidth: full audible bandwidth per NAL-NL1 prescriptive fitting formula • 3 CI cutoffs: (1) overlap-LF CI cutoff = 50% below upper limit of acoustic audibility (e.g., if audibility upper limit is 1000 Hz, the overlap cutoff = 500 Hz), (2) meet-LF CI cutoff = upper acoustic audibility), and (3) gap-LF CI cutoff = 50% above upper limit of acoustic audibility (i.e., if audibility upper limit is 1000 Hz, the gap cutoff = 1500 Hz)
• "Meet" LF CI cutoff yielded significantly higher speech recognition in noise as compared with "overlap" • "Meet" and "gap" were not significantly different Plant and Babic (2016) • Mean age at testing was 60.1 years (range 40 to 75 years). Two of the participants were bilateral CI recipients with bilateral hearing preservation and for these participants, each CI was assessed separately. All were experienced CI users with an average of 3.1 years of implant experience (range 0.6 to 9.8). There was a mix of perimodiolar (n = 7) and straight electrodes (n = 6), although none that were specifically designed to be used in a hybrid/EAS configuration (i.e., Hybrid S8*, S12*, or Hybrid-L24). In other words, all participants were recipients of standard length electrodes (18+ mm).
Also shown in Table 2 is the clinical software (Custom Sound) recommendation (Rx) † for the LF CI cutoff frequency, which was based on the frequency at which audiometric thresholds reach 90 dB HL. Next to the clinical Rx for LF CI cutoff is the frequency at which audiometric threshold reached 70 dB HL. These numbers were derived from quartic polynomial linear regression completed for each participant's audiogram, beginning with the threshold for the audiometric plateau in the LF range and ending with the threshold for the audiometric plateau in the highfrequency range. The predicted values provided by the regression were used to determine the frequency intercept at 70 dB HL.
Individual and mean air conduction audiometric thresholds are shown in Figure 1 . Frequencies for which no behavioral threshold could be obtained are indicated as 125 dB HL.
Hearing losses in both the implanted and nonimplanted ear were sensory in nature (air-bone gaps ≤ 10 dB). To promote transparency and reproducibility in hearing research, individual numerical audiometric thresholds for the implanted and nonimplanted ears are provided in Table A1 in the appendix in Supplemental Digital Content 1 (http://links.lww.com/ EANDH/A332).
Methods and Stimuli
Acoustic amplification was provided for the LF band encompassing audiometric thresholds up to 90 dB HL-as specified by the Nucleus Custom Sound clinical software as used in the US Nucleus Hybrid Implant System clinical trial. Amplification was provided via the Nucleus 6 sound processor using the integrated acoustic component via a receiver in the canal unit attached to the sound processor. Eleven of the 13 ears were also fitted with custom earmolds-participants 1_R and 5 did not use a custom earmold as NAL-NL2 target audibility was achieved through 500 Hz using a noncustom dome attached to the receiver in the canal. All participants were evaluated for the presence of cochlear dead regions for low frequencies (500 and 750 Hz) in the implanted ear by using the Threshold Equalizing Noise (TEN) test (Moore et al. 2000 (Moore et al. , 2004 . Although we were unable to present the TEN stimuli at levels that were within the range of comfort for all listeners at both 500 and 750 Hz (see audiometric thresholds shown in Table A1 , Supplemental Digital Content http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A333), the TEN test provided no evidence of cochlear dead regions in the LF region for any of the participants in the present study.
Speech understanding was assessed using both a fixed SNR and an adaptive procedure. For the fixed SNR condition, AzBio sentences were presented at 67 dBA with SNR varying between +10 and 0 dB SNR. The SNR was individually determined to ensure that performance did not approach ceiling or floor performance and was set using the bimodal hearing configuration with the full CI spectral bandwidth (188 to 7938 Hz). Speech * Both the Hybrid S8 (Gantz et al. 2009 ) and S12 ) are investigational devices not commercially approved for use in the United States. † The clinician has the ability to set the LF CI cutoff, which is the turning point in the frequency range where electric processing begins, and in the usual case, where acoustic processing ends. The fitting application derives its default value as being just below the upper acoustic cutoff frequency, with as little overlap as possible Custom Sound automatically determines the acoustic-to-electric crossover frequency based on the unaided audiogram in the acoustics screen. Therefore, acoustic bands are disabled when the hearing loss exceeds a given threshold. Bands with a hearing loss ≥90 dB will be automatically disabled by the prescription function, starting from the highest frequency, until the hearing loss is <90 dB, but the audiologist still has the possibility to enable these bands. The software finds a CI boundary that is just below the acoustic upper edge frequency. The lower CI frequency boundary can be modified as indicated in the present study.
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testing was conducted using the R-SPACE sound-simulation system which includes a semidiffuse restaurant noise originating from eight loudspeakers placed circumferentially about the subject's head. Specifically, all individuals were first tested at +5 dB SNR; if the participant scored below 25% or above 75% in this condition, the SNR was adjusted by 5 dB. The individual SNRs used for testing are shown in Table 2 . The AzBio sentences originated from the speaker at 0°. For the adaptive procedure, the restaurant noise was fixed at a level of 72 dBA. The Hearing in Noise Test (HINT; Nilsson et al. 1994 ) sentences originated from 0° azimuth and their level was varied adaptively using a one-down, one-up tracking procedure. Per the development and validation of the HINT (Nilsson et al. 1994) , all words in a given sentence must be repeated correctly for a decrease in SNR. Using this method, the actual percentage of words repeated correctly at a given SNR would be expected to exceed 50% correct. Although there is a modified adaptive HINT rule (Chan et al. 2008 ) allowing for minimal errors without changing the stepping rule, the original tracking method was used here to be consistent with previously published data with the R-SPACE system (e.g., Gifford et al. 2013) . The 72 dBA level was chosen as it matched the physical level of the restaurant noise from which the stimuli were recorded. Research has shown that the mean noise level for 27 restaurants surveyed in the San Francisco area was 71 dBA and the median level was 72 dBA (Lebo et al. 1994) . Thus this noise level, 72 dBA, holds high ecological validity. All CI programs incorporated autosensitivity with a default sensitivity setting of 12. Thus the level at which infinite output-limiting compression was activated in the presence of background noise was 77 dB SPL (65 dB SPLwhich is the default CSPL setting-plus 12 dB). This means that for speech reception thresholds (SRTs) greater +5 dB SNR, the CI processor was operating in saturation. Additional information regarding processor operation in these conditions is provided in the description of results for adaptive SRT. The LF CI cutoffs used in the present study are outlined in Table 3 . Specifically, the LF CI cutoff was varied in 125-Hz steps starting at 188 Hz increasing to 813 Hz for 8 ears and up to 938 Hz for the 5 ears for which the clinical software-recommended (Rx) cutoff was 813 Hz (1_R, 2_L, 5, 8, and 12) . The extra condition was added for these five ears because the goal of the study was to assess outcomes for LF CI cutoffs both below and above the software-recommended (Rx) frequency. For the adaptive procedure, only a subset of LF CI cutoffs was tested given the limited number of HINT sentences available for threshold tracking. LF CI cutoff frequencies at the clinical recommendation and at least one frequency above and below the recommendation were assessed for each participant. Speech recognition was assessed for the bimodal (CI + contralateral HA) and the bilateral-aided EAS (CI + bilateral HA) conditions for both the adaptive and the fixed SNR experiments for all participants. In addition, the CI-alone condition was tested for 8 of the 13 ears for all LF CI cutoff frequencies. Acoustic hearing ears not being assessed-as in the CI-alone and bimodal conditions-were occluded with a foam earplug. The effect of LF CI cutoff was assessed in both an acute and a chronic condition for the first 3 study participants (5 ears) in the fixed SNR R-SPACE condition. At the initial fitting of the N6 processor with acoustic component, the first 3 participants (5 ears) were tested on all LF CI cutoff frequencies in the bilateral-aided EAS condition (CI + bilateral HA). They were then provided with programs incorporating four different boundary frequencies including the clinical software recommendation (Rx), Rx − 125 Hz (minimal overlap), Rx + 125 Hz (gap), and full overlap (188 Hz). In addition to these programs, which were used for all participants, each listener was assessed with 188 (full overlap), 313, 438, 563, 688, and 813 Hz so that we could assess the effect of discrete LF CI cutoff frequencies. All programs incorporated SCAN SmartSound iQ, background noise reduction (SNR-NR; Mauger et al. 2014; Wolfe et al. 2015) , and wind-NR (Studebaker et al. 1999) . Study participants were asked to use all 4 programs equally for 3 to 4 weeks. On their return for testing following the chronic phase of 3 to 4 weeks usage, participants' use of all programs was verified using the data-logging feature in Custom Sound 4.2. After the first 3 participants (5 ears) had completed testing following acute and chronic usage of the different programs, we observed either no effect of listening experience (acute versus chronic) at the group level [F (3,4) = 1.1, p = 0.35] or at the individual level for any of the tested conditions on the basis of the 95% confidence interval for AzBio sentence lists computed using a binomial distribution model for two 20-item lists . Thus for experimental efficiency purposes, we decided to discontinue acute testing for all subsequent participants. Of course, further investigation would be required to thoroughly investigate the effect of listening experience for LF CI cutoff as data for just 3 participants (5 ears) is not sufficient to draw definitive conclusions about the effect of listening experience for EAS overlap. Given that participants used 4 of the 6 LF CI cutoffs during the 3 to 4 weeks of chronic usage, 2 of the cutoffs were tested acutely. We were not concerned about this given that there was no difference in performance across the acute and chronic test points for any of the cutoffs in any of the listening conditions tested for the first 3 participants (5 ears)-although this point should be taken into consideration.
Speech understanding was evaluated in the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS condition for all participants. In addition to the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions, the last 8 enrolled participants were tested in the CI-alone condition for fixed EAS boundaries ranging from 125 to 813 Hz, in 125-Hz steps. The CI-alone condition was only assessed for AzBio sentence recognition in the fixed SNR R-SPACE background.
In addition to speech understanding with fixed SNR, participants were asked to rate how difficult it was to understand speech for each of the LF CI cutoff conditions in the fixed SNR task. Estimates of speech understanding or listening difficulty were obtained using a visual analog scale (VAS) similar to that used by Gatehouse and Noble (2004) . The VAS was made up of 10 equidistant ticks ranging from 1 to 10 with 1 corresponding to "no difficulty at all" and 10 equaling the "most difficulty imaginable." Participants were provided with a laminated 8.5ʺ × 11ʺ VAS before testing and were aware that they would be asked to provide a difficulty rating after each block. An example visual of the VAS used for experimentation is provided in the Appendix (Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/ EANDH/A332).
RESULTS

AzBio Sentence Understanding: Fixed SNR
Individual speech understanding scores for each LF CI cutoff tested are shown in Table 4 (A and B) for the bimodal and best-aided conditions, respectively. The participants' "preferred" LF CI cutoff-based on their reported preferred sound quality in the chronic condition-are indicated by a shaded cell, and an asterisk was added for those "preferred" scores when significantly different from that individual's own best speech understanding score based on the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals for AzBio sentence lists . Five of the 13 ears (or 4 of the 11 enrolled participants, 2_L, 2_R, 3, 4, and 8) exhibited significantly poorer speech understanding in the bilateral-aided EAS condition with the individual's "preferred" LF CI cutoff as compared with that individual's own best performance. As others have shown a disconnect between preference and performance (Svirsky et al. 2015) , the current data also indicate that we may not be able to rely on patient report for optimizing LF CI cutoff parameters.
After data collection was completed for subject 4, he had a postoperative CT to determine the placement of his electrode array given his odd pattern of performance both in this study and in the clinic. It was determined that he had considerable tip fold over such that electrode 22, which is supposed to be the most distal electrode on the array, was located at the 1800-Hz place according to the spiral ganglion (SG) atlas (Stakhovskaya et al. 2007 ) for its projected insertion depth and electrode E18 was the most distally located electrode, consistent with the 1500-Hz place. Given this electrode anomaly, all averaged data and statistical analyses from this point forward exclude subject 4's data. For the 2 BiBi participants, analyses were completed treating each ear as an independent observation. See Table A2 (Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A334) in the appendix for additional detail regarding statistical analyses including only the first implanted ear for BiBi participants 1 and 2.
Effect of Discrete EAS Boundaries (188 to 813 Hz)
For ease of visual analysis, Figure 2A displays mean performance for AzBio sentence recognition in noise for each of the discrete EAS boundaries assessed for CI-alone (hatched bars, n = 8), bimodal (unfilled bars, n = 12), and bilateralaided EAS (filled bars, n = 12). A simple statistical analysis was completed comparing bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS performance collapsed across LF CI cutoff. A paired t test revealed a significant difference (t (1) = −5.6, p < 0.001) between bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions consistent with previous reports showing that hearing preservation in the implanted ear yields significantly higher outcomes (mean difference = 10 percentage points). Table 5 displays the results of all one-way, repeated measures, analyses of variance (ANOVA). For all ANOVAs, LF CI cutoff was the independent variable and speech understanding, in percent correct, was the dependent variable. Because we were not concerned with the differences between the different listening conditions, we ran separate analyses for each condition.
For all listening conditions tested (CI-alone, bimodal, and bilateral-aided EAS), there was a significant effect of LF CI cutoff on speech understanding (see Table 5 for greater detail).
Effect of Relative LF CI Cutoff
Given that the participants had different levels of hearing preservation in the implanted ear, an investigation of the relative LF CI cutoff was prudent as this holds potential for generalizability. Thus Figure 3 displays AzBio sentence recognition in the fixed SNR conditions for the bimodal (unfilled bars) and bilateral-aided EAS conditions (filled bars) for the following seven LF CI cutoffs: (1) full CI bandwidth (complete overlap), (2) frequency = 70 dB HL threshold (based on linear regression, shown in Table A1 in Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww. com/EANDH/A333), (3) 438 Hz, (4) Rx − 125 Hz or "minimal overlap," (5) clinical software or "Rx" (Table 2 ), (6) Rx + 125 Hz or "gap," and (7) the crossover yielding the individual "best" score. While the reason for including these conditions was selfevident, the reason for including condition 6-LF CI cutoff of 438 Hz-was that it is the highest cutoff that encompasses average F1 information for English vowels (mean = 490 Hz).
As described above, Figure 3 displays the mean data included in the one-way repeated measures ANOVA using LF CI cutoff as the independent variable and speech understanding score (in percent correct) as the dependent variable. Although we display individual "best" LF CI cutoff in Figure 3 , we did not include the "best" condition for statistical analysis purposes. There was a significant effect of LF CI cutoff on speech understanding for both the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions (see Table 5 for greater detail). 
In A and B, the participant's "preferred" LF CI cutoff-for the best-aided EAS condition as indicated by the participants' reported preferred sound quality-is indicated by shading. In B, those scores with an asterisk indicate that the participant's preferred LF CI cutoff, for sound quality purposes, yielded significantly lower speech understanding as compared with that individual's own best score based on the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals for AzBio sentence lists administering two 20-sentence lists. EAS, electric and acoustic stimulation; LF CI, low-frequency cochlear implant; SNR, signal to noise ratio.
AzBio Sentence Understanding in Fixed SNR: Subjective Reports of Listening Difficulty
Effect of Discrete LF CI Cutoff Frequency (188 to 813 Hz) • Figure 2B displays mean VAS ratings of listening difficulty for AzBio sentence recognition in noise for the CI-alone (hatched bars), bimodal (unfilled bars), and bilateral-aided EAS conditions (filled bars) for discrete LF CI cutoff frequencies, respectively. Mean VAS scores were 6.4 and 5.4 for the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions, respectively. A paired t test revealed a significant difference between perceived listening difficulty for bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions (t (77) = 4.8, p < 0.001). This is consistent with both the literature and the data shown in Figures 2A and 3A that hearing preservation in the implanted ear yields significantly higher outcomes for speech understanding. The CI-alone data were not included in this analysis as a difference between unilateral CI and either bimodal or bilateral-aided EAS was not a primary research question for the present study. No further statistical analyses were completed for the discrete LF CI cutoff frequencies. Effect of Relative LF CI Cutoff • Figure 3B displays mean VAS ratings of listening difficulty for AzBio sentence recognition in noise for the bimodal (unfilled bars) and bilateral-aided EAS conditions (filled bars) for the same 7 relative LF CI cutoff frequencies shown in Figure 3A . We completed a separate oneway, repeated measures ANOVA for the relative cutoffs for both the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions. The individual "best" condition was not included as a separate cutoff for the analysis, despite being displayed in Figure 3 . We found a significant effect of relative LF CI cutoff on subjective listening difficulty for both the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions. Please see Table 5 for further detail.
HINT Sentence Recognition: Adaptive SRT
The adaptive SRT was completed for 9 of 13 ears. Time did not allow for testing of all LF CI cutoffs for 4 participants (9, 10, 12, and 13); furthermore, subject 4's data were not included in this analysis due to electrode tip fold over. Figure 4A , B displays mean SRTs, in dB SNR, for HINT sentence recognition in the R-SPACE restaurant noise for the discrete and relative EAS boundaries as described in previous figures. The horizontal line in Figure 4 (A, B) was meant to highlight +5 dB SNR-the level at which infinite outputlimiting compression was active for this particular listening condition. All CI programs incorporated autosensitivity with a default sensitivity setting of 12. Using a fixed noise level of 72 dB SPL, speech exceeding +5 dB SNR was infinitely compressed. The reason is that the kneepoint for output-limiting compression (termed "CSPL" in the Cochlear Custom Sound software) is 65 dB SPL. However, when autosensitivity is active and background noise exceeds 57 dB SPL, the CSPL kneepoint shifts upward by the manual sensitivity setting. So for the participants in the present study who were all programmed using a default manual sensitivity setting of 12, the CSPL kneepoint was shifted by 12 dB or in this case, to 77 dB SPL. Thus, although +5 dB SNR is a commonly encountered SNR in real-world listening environments, all SRTs in excess of +5 dB SNR for this listening condition should be interpreted cautiously as the sound processors were operating in saturation.
Effect of Discrete and Relative LF CI Cutoff
As shown in Figure 4 (A, B) mean SRT values, collapsed across cutoffs, were 8.7 and 5.6 dB SNR for the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions, respectively. A paired t test revealed a significant difference (t (2) = 10.9, p < 0.001) between SRTs obtained in the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions. This result is consistent with previous reports in the literature of a significant benefit of preserved acoustic hearing in the implanted ear for SRT, although in this case, the magnitude of the benefit, 3.1 dB, is somewhat greater than that reported previously Gifford et al. 2013) .
Keeping in line with previous analyses, we completed a one-way repeated measures ANOVA using LF CI cutoff frequency as the independent variable and SRT as the dependent variable. Because we were not concerned with differences between bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions for this research question, we ran separate analyses. We found a significant effect of LF CI cutoff on the SRT for both the bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS conditions. See Table 5 for greater detail. 
DISCUSSION
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate EAS programming parameters that may influence the optimization of outcomes for CI recipients with hearing preservation in the implanted ear. As discussed in the "Introduction," clinical optimization of EAS-related variables for HAs and CIs has received less attention in the literature than the question of EAS efficacy. For those studies that have examined frequency allocation for the CI, HA, and the associated EAS boundary (Fraysse et al. 2006; Kiefer et al. 2005; Vermeire et al. 2008; Buchner et al. 2009; Karsten et al. 2013; Plant & Babic 2016) , sample sizes have been relatively small and limited in diversity with respect to device type, insertion depth, aidable bandwidth, and the number of LF CI cutoffs tested (typically 2 to 3). In this study, we systematically investigated the effect of six different LF CI cutoffs for speech understanding in a complex listening environment in conjunction with the assessment of subjective listening difficulty associated with each of the tested boundaries for a group of CI recipients with standard-length electrodes in bimodal and bilateral-aided EAS hearing configurations.
Because current and past clinical recommendations for determining the LF CI cutoff were based on the frequency at which audiometric thresholds reach 90 dB HL (Lenarz et al. 2009 (Lenarz et al. , 2013 Helbig et al. 2011; Roland et al. 2016) , we tested LF CI cutoff frequencies distributed both below and above this clinical recommendation for all patients. On the basis of the speech understanding and subjective listening difficulty data presented here, we can conclude the following: (1) the previous clinical software recommendation for EAS crossover-corresponding to the frequency at which audiometric thresholds reach 90 dB HL-yielded neither the highest level of speech understanding nor the lowest rating of listening difficulty, (2) the full CI bandwidth did not always yield the highest level of performance in the bimodal or in the bilateral-aided EAS condition, and (3) as demonstrated elsewhere, preserved acoustic hearing in the implanted ear provided significant benefit for speech understanding in complex listening environments as compared with the bimodal hearing configuration (Gifford et al. 2008 (Gifford et al. , 2013 Dunn et al. 2010; Dorman et al. 2012; Rader et al. 2013; Sheffield et al. 2014) .
Clinical Recommendations Did Not Yield Best Performance
Starting with the first point, the clinical software Rx CI cutoff yielded neither the highest speech understanding nor the lowest reported listening difficulty. Figure 2 shows that at the group level, the ideal LF CI cutoff was generally closer to the frequency at which the audiogram reached 70 dB HL (for 9 of 13 ears tested or 69% of the study sample), than the frequency at which the audiogram reached 90 dB HL, as previously defined by the clinical software Rx. At the group level, either the 313-or 438-Hz boundary yielded the highest performance and lowest rated difficulty for the bilateral-aided EAS condition, and LF CI cutoff frequencies from 188 to 438 Hz were consistent in performance and rated difficulty for the bimodal hearing configuration.
There are several potential alternative hypotheses that could account for the lower LF CI cutoff yielding higher outcomes. As mentioned in the "Introduction," there are multiple reports in the HA literature of diminishing amplification benefit for spectral regions at which audiometric thresholds exceed 65 to 70 dB HL (Ching et al. 1998; Hogan & Turner 1998; Turner & Cummings 1999; Vickers et al. 2001; Baer et al. 2002; Hornsby & Ricketts 2003 , 2006 Turner 2006; Amos & Humes 2007; Hornsby et al. 2011 ). Thus, it is possible that the original Rx cutoff frequencycorresponding to the frequency at which audiometric threshold reaches 90 dB HL-may be placing too much weight on acoustic amplification in a spectral region for which amplification is likely to be lacking effectiveness. An alternative hypothesis is that lowering the LF CI cutoff to 313 or 438 Hz-irrespective of LF audiometric threshold-allows the implant to transmit F1 information for the majority of English vowels. Processing F1 information through the CI passband and via LF acoustic amplification provides spectral redundancy which may aid speech understanding in adverse listening conditions (Warren et al. 1995; Assmann & Summerfield 2004 ). This spectral redundancy may be of particular benefit for individuals with more severe hearing losses in the F1 frequency range for whom acoustic amplification alone will not be sufficient for successful information transmission.
Given these data, it would be prudent to commence a thorough investigation for the ideal LF CI cutoff, as a function of hearing preservation and device type, so that audiologists will be best able to assist EAS patients to reach their full auditory potential. Clinicians rarely will have time to assess speech understanding performance for various EAS boundary frequencies; thus, the current dataset suggests that two approaches could prove clinically useful for patients with bilateral acoustic hearing: (1) provide the patient with an EAS boundary equivalent to 125 Hz lower than the previous clinical recommendation (Rx − 125 Hz), and/or (2) provide the patient with an EAS boundary equivalent to 313 or 438 Hz. Either 313 or 438 Hz would provide the patient close to maximum performance in both the bilateral-aided EAS condition and bimodal hearing configuration should the acoustic component become temporarily nonfunctional, leaving the listener without a full CI bandwidth. Future studies should also continue this investigation with additional longer (e.g., MED-EL FLEX 28 or FLEX soft) and shorter electrodes (e.g., Hybrid-L24 or S12), as well as examining potential differences in perimodiolar versus straight or lateral wall electrodes to examine whether a generalized clinical recommendation for LF CI cutoff can be determined-see Figure A1 in Supplemental Digital Content (http://links.lww. com/EANDH/A332) for a visual display of mean sentence recognition scores for the present study participants with perimodiolar (n = 7) and lateral wall electrodes (n = 6) and the accompanying Appendix text for a brief discussion of electrode-specific findings. In the meantime, on the basis of the current dataset, good clinical practice would be to provide patients with several program options allowing for physical overlap in spectral bandwidth between electric and acoustic hearing modalities. In fact, based on the individual scores shown in Table 3 , only one individual (patient 4) achieved a significantly higher score at an EAS boundary that differed from 438 Hz, based on 95% confidence intervals for two AzBio sentence lists . As described previously, this individual had considerable tip fold over based on postoperative imaging that was completed for clinical purposes. Thus it is possible that individuals with deviations in electrode insertion may represent special cases requiring further study.
Full CI BW Did Not Consistently Yield the Best Performance for Even Bimodal or CI-Alone Conditions
The second primary finding was that the full CI BW did not always yield the highest level of performance in the bimodal or in the bilateral-aided EAS conditions. This was not unexpected for the bilateral-aided EAS condition given previous results (Vermeire et al. 2008; Karsten et al. 2013 ), but it is somewhat counterintuitive for bimodal and CI-alone hearing configuration for which full CI BW is the standard of care. Figure 5 displays the long-term average spectra for the R-SPACE restaurant noise (black line) and the AzBio sentences (gray line). The relative rms amplitude, in dB, is plotted as a function of frequency. Before analysis, the stimuli were normalized with respect to peak amplitude. As seen in Figure 5 , although the spectra are similar across the noise and speech, the noise stimulus has higher amplitude for frequencies below 200 Hz. This analysis is consistent with the result that providing additional transmission of low frequencies via the CI-in addition to the LF transmission via the HAs-may not provide benefit for speech understanding nor for perceived listening difficulty. By setting the LF CI cutoff at 313 or 438 Hz, the higher quality CI stimulus will not transmit a band of frequencies containing a relatively unfavorable SNR for the target stimulus. Given that the speech and noise spectra were not perfectly matched, this may preclude generalization of these data to more similar types of noise and speaker spectral characteristics.
Another potential hypothesis accounting for the fact that a higher LF CI cutoff (>188 Hz) yields better speech understanding in noise is related to the closer approximation to the underlying SG frequency map. On average, the Nucleus contour advance electrodes (i.e., perimodiolar CI24RCA, CI24RE(CA), or CI512) are inserted to approximately 370° (Boyer et al. 2015; Landsberger et al. 2015; Wanna et al. 2015) and CI422 (or CI522) slim straight electrodes are inserted to approximately 360 to 440° (Mukherjee et al. 2012; Franke-Trieger & Mürbe 2015) . Based on the standard SG frequency map, angular insertion depths ranging from 360 to 440° correspond to the 700-to 900-Hz place (Stakhovskaya et al. 2007) . Increasing the LF CI cutoff to 313 or 438 Hz-from the default LF CI setting of 188 Hz-provides a closer alignment between the underlying SG place map and the CI frequency allocation for the most apical electrode (Fitzgerald et al. 2013; Landsberger et al. 2015) . On the other hand, if providing a closer match between the apical electrode passband and the SG frequency map yielded higher outcomes, then we could expect the highest speech understanding scores for the Rx and/or the gap (Rx + 125 Hz) conditions, which was not the case. Nevertheless, this is a topic deserving further investigation with a larger population.
An alternative or possibly complementary hypothesis explaining the reason why a higher LF CI cutoff may yield better outcomes may relate to the underlying mechanism driving bimodal and/or bilateral-aided EAS benefit in background noise. Two primary theories of bimodal benefit are segregation and/or glimpsing. The segregation theory of bimodal benefit holds that cues in the LF acoustic stimulus, particularly F0 periodicity, provide voice-pitch information allowing the listener a better comparison between the electric and acoustic stimuli so that s/he can separate the target speech from the generally aperiodic distracter(s) (Kong et al. 2005; Chang et al. 2006; Qin & Oxenham 2006; Zhang et al. 2010) . The glimpsing theory of bimodal benefit is based on the fact that the spectral-and temporal-dependent SNR varies over time so that either acoustic or electric cues from the target signal can be "glimpsed" during spectro-temporal dips (Kong & Carlyon 2007; Li & Loizou 2008; Brown & Bacon 2009; Sheffield & Gifford 2014) . There have been studies yielding results in support of both possible underlying mechanisms and as such, it is possible that both segregation and glimpsing are differentially responsible for bimodal benefit, depending on the listening environment. In the current experiment, by increasing the lower frequency cutoff for the CI passband, the listener may have less perceptual distraction from the overlap of the physical transmission of the electric and acoustic stimulus. This may have provided a cleaner signal for the lower frequency acoustic stimuli that facilitated segregation and glimpsing. This is particularly true for the bilateral-aided EAS condition for which the listener has access to bilateral LF acoustic stimulation and can thus, in theory, be better able to take advantage of spectrotemporal dips and also possibly binaural summation of F0 for segregation benefit. 
Hearing Preservation Provides Significant Benefit for Speech Understanding in Noise
The third primary finding was that significant benefit from acoustic hearing preservation in the implanted ear was consistent with previous reports in the literature; however, the magnitude of the benefit, ranging from 3.1 to 3.5 dB for discrete and relative EAS boundaries and 10 percentage points collapsed across EAS boundary frequency was somewhat greater than previous reports Gifford et al. 2010 Gifford et al. , 2013 . When considering the individual "best" EAS boundary for the bilateral-aided EAS condition as compared with the full-bandwidth bimodal condition-which is what would be considered standard of care for a bimodal fitting-the magnitude of the EAS benefit was even greater at 5.6 dB and 17.7 percentage points for the adaptive and fixed SNR conditions, respectively. Thus it might be the case that previous reports regarding the magnitude of EAS benefit have underestimated the benefit of preserved acoustic hearing in the implanted ear as it is likely that not all individuals' EAS fittings had been optimized. This is a point of high clinical relevance as it holds the potential to influence clinical decision-making regarding candidacy for hybrid/EAS devices and the decision of whether or not to provide acoustic amplification for CI recipients with hearing preservation. This may also impact clinical practice motivating CI programs to routinely assess air and bone conduction audiometric thresholds in the implanted ear following surgery.
Limitations
There are limitations associated with this study that may preclude generalization of the current results. First, as mentioned above, the speech and noise spectra were not perfectly matched (Fig. 5) . Although we believe this to be a strength of the experimental design (i.e., using actual physical restaurant recordings and multiple male and female talkers), this remains a caveat and one that may preclude generalization of these data to other types of noise and different speaker characteristics. This caveat holds particular importance for clinical programming and recommendations given that the particular choice of speech and noise spectra may have driven the observed pattern of results. Thus clinicians should take note when counseling patients that using a LF CI cutoff of 313 Hz, 438 Hz, or closer to the point at which the audiogram reaches 70 dB HL may be useful for noisy restaurant environments in which speech and noise spectra may not perfectly match, but that this may not necessarily generalize to other listening environments. Further investigation is needed here. Second, SNR-NR was enabled in all programs. The reason for this was that SNR-NR is a default setting in the Custom Sound software; hence, we wanted to assess how most patients would be performing in realistic environments with a typical processor setting. It was not our intention to investigate the effect of SNR-NR on speech understanding in semidiffuse noise. Thus we cannot generalize these results to all patients with program settings that do not use SNR-NR. Furthermore, it is important to point out here that SNR-NR does not affect the signal processing for the acoustic component. Thus further investigation will be required to fully examine and understand the differential effects and interaction of the SNR-NR setting on the acoustic component and sound processor for speech understanding in noise and perceived listening difficulty.
In a similar vein, it is also possible that there was an interaction between SNR-NR and SNR, particularly for the adaptive SRT data as shown in Figure 4 . The operation of general noise reduction technologies changes across SNR levels. We do not have definitive evidence to suggest that the SNRs used for the CI test range (Fig. 4) were within the range for which noise reduction technologies, such as SNR-NR, are less effectivewhich is generally true for lower or poorer SNRs (Mauger et al. 2014) . Given the dynamic nature of the adaptive SRT as shown testing as in Figure 4 , it is possible that any effect of SNR-NR-particularly for the bilateral best-aided condition-may have been understated because the bilateral bestaided SRTs were obtained at lower or poorer SNRs. Although this may complicate our interpretation, we would assume that if anything, the presence of SNR-NR would only have limited the reported benefit of bilateral acoustic hearing. To date there is one study which has published preliminary results relevant to this topic (Dawson et al. 2011) . In their "party noise" condition-which is most similar to the R-SPACE restaurant noise used in the present study-they demonstrated a significant inverse correlation between degree of SNR-NR improvement and baseline performance. Because we did not assess performance for programs without SNR-NR, it is not possible to quantify the improvement from SNR-NR, and its effect across SNR for the present study; however, based on previous research, it is probable that our poorest performers, with a higher baseline SRT (in dB SNR), received greater benefit from SNR-NR. Further research is warranted to fully understand the interaction between SNR-NR and EAS settings such as those examined here.
Finally, all participants in the present study were recipients of a conventional electrode. In other words, none of the current participants had an electrode specifically designed to be used in an EAS configuration, such as Hybrid-L24, Hybrid S8 or S12*, or the MED-EL FLEX 24 (previously known as FLEX eas ). Thus the current results may not generalize to recipients of a shorter electrode for whom the electrode-to-neural frequency mismatch will be expectedly larger and who may have lower (i.e., better) audiometric thresholds across a broader range of low frequencies. Thus it will be of great importance to investigate the effect of LF CI cutoff both in larger populations of long electrode recipients as well as shorter, hybrid electrodes. Finally, the results of the present study may not generalize to patients who have EAS in a single ear without acoustic hearing in the nonimplanted ear. It would be of interest to further investigate the effect of LF CI cutoff for EAS overlap for situations in which patients do not have bilateral acoustic hearing.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We are seeing more patients in the clinic who have acoustic hearing preservation following cochlear implantation with long, conventional, and shorter hybrid/EAS electrodes. Although we have observed significant benefit from hearing preservation with current CI systems, little attention has been placed on the optimization of the HA and CI parameters to maximize EAS benefit. The present study investigated the effect of the lower frequency CI boundary, LF CI cutoff, on speech understanding and subjective reports of listening difficulty for long electrode, conventional implants. From the current dataset, we can conclude the following:
• Acoustic hearing preservation in the implanted ear provides significant benefit for speech understanding in complex listening environments.
• Previous clinical software recommendations for setting the EAS boundary-corresponding to the frequency at which audiometric thresholds reach 90 dB HL-did not yield the highest level of speech understanding nor the least amount of listening difficulty.
• The optimum LF CI cutoff was generally closer to the frequency at which the audiogram reached 70 dB HL, a level consistent with previous reports in the HA literature as the threshold for diminishing amplification returns. Custom Sound 4.4 incorporated this recommendation as its new default setting for LF CI cutoff.
• Full CI BW did not yield the highest level of performance nor the lowest ratings of listening difficulty for CI alone, bimodal, or the bilateral-aided EAS condition. This may be related to the spectral characteristics of the noise, frequency mismatch between apical electrode frequency allocation and underlying SG frequency map, and/or the underlying mechanisms driving bimodal and EAS benefit. LF CI cutoffs of 313 or 438 Hz generally provided the patient close to maximum performance in both the bilateral-aided EAS condition and bimodal hearing configuration.
• Some spectral overlap between the electric and acoustic modalities yielded the highest outcomes with respect to both speech understanding and rated listening difficulty.
• Previous reports describing EAS benefit may have underestimated the magnitude of the EAS effect as the participants may not have had optimized EAS parameters.
• This report investigated just one manipulation of the EAS benefit and thus further investigation is needed to investigate the effects of the acoustic amplification in conjunction with the EAS boundary for electrical stimulation.
